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Water resources situation
Key Updates
• Flows in streams in & around Cirencester
• Patterns of rainfall, river flows, groundwater abstraction & groundwater levels
• Variability in stream flows

• Look ahead to winter and spring 2022
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Flows in the streams in & around Cirencester
Monitoring information from citizen science

• Flows in streams show variability, especially in Daglingworth Stream at Stratton & Gumstool Brook
• Flow at Barton Lane & Riverside Walk has now returned, but Daglingworth Stream at Stratton remains dry
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Rainfall, aquifer recharge & groundwater levels
• Groundwater level rises due to
rainfall during autumn & winter
recharge periods
• Above average rainfall in
2020/21 produced high
groundwater levels again
• Dry spring resulted in lower
levels, but wet summer caused
groundwater to rise
significantly

• More variability in rainfall &
groundwater levels this year,
but general pattern similar to
previous years
• Winter 2021/22:

• October ~160% of average
• November actual rain &
forecast is generally dry
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Flow in the River Churn
• River Churn flows vary from year
to year but follow the general
pattern of groundwater levels
• Higher winter flows when
groundwater levels are high, with
the river flow also increasing in
response to rainfall-runoff.
Declining flows in summer &
autumn as groundwater levels fall
• This general pattern of river flow
has been seen in 2021
• Despite the wet winter & high
groundwater levels, below
average rainfall in Feb, March &
April caused rapid decline in river
flows
• Wet May temporarily interrupted
the decline in river flow, which
continued to November with
flows now increasing
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Flow in River Churn & abstraction flow constraint operation
• River flow generally falls below
32 Ml/d almost every year
• With flow <32 Ml/d, groundwater
pumped from Baunton for public
supply stops; requirement of
Thames Water’s licence from EA

• This general pattern continued in
2021, but wet May temporarily
interrupted the decline in river
flow
• This extended the period of use
of Baunton abstraction before
being switched off
• Flows in the River Churn have
now risen and are above 32 Ml/d.
Return of Baunton to supply is
commencing
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River Churn flow & deep Great Oolite groundwater levels
• River Churn flows vary from year to
year but follow the general pattern
of groundwater levels
• River Churn flows decline to below
32 Ml/d, the Baunton flow
constraint, when the Great Oolite
groundwater levels fall to just below
101 m above OD
• River Churn flows increase to
above 32 Ml/d when groundwater
levels rise above 101 m above OD
• Confirms the clear relationship
between flows in the River Churn
and groundwater levels
• This is a long term consistent
pattern
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Deep Great Oolite: Year-on-year groundwater trends

• Great Oolite groundwater levels show significant variability from year to year; early decline in levels (2009), late
decline (2016), early recovery (2019), late recovery (2011), with some exceptional years (2007 & 2012)
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• As a result, we should expect variability in flows in the River Churn, Daglingworth Stream & Gumstool Brook

Deep Great Oolite & shallow Gravel groundwater
Monitoring information from citizen science
• Although a shorter record, the pattern of groundwater fluctuations in the Great Oolite & Gravel aquifers is
remaining consistent. Recent (weekly) data from the EA shows rapid rise occurring
• Broadly followed normal seasonality with groundwater levels not falling quite as low as some recent years but
starting to rise later than the last two years
• Potential for local subtle relationships
between Great Oolite & Gravel
aquifer groundwater levels as well as
levels in the River
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Daglingworth Stream: Recent reductions in flow
• Daglingworth Stream recorded as having no flow in summer &
autumn 2020, with extended period of no flow in 2021
• Extent of drying recorded as affecting a river reach around 750 m
long between Daglingworth & Stratton, starting close to Wellhill
Copse, perhaps extend to south Stratton, a reach of 1.5 km long.
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Stream flow data from Anna Hill, 2017 MSc dissertation

South Stratton

School Hill

Daglingworth

• Similar reductions in flow in this area have been measured
previously, but concern about extent & duration of no flow

Groundwater & stream flows: Year to year variability
• Graphs show Great
Oolite groundwater
levels, 2018-2021

2018

Period of low or
slow flow

2020

• Include periods when
there is low, slow or no
river & stream flow:
•

River Churn <32 Ml/d

•

Slow flow in Gumstool Brook

•

No flow in Daglingworth
Stream at Stratton

• Timing & duration of low
to no flows vary between
years, as expected

• Patterns similar in 2018,
2019 & 2020
• Extended 2021 period of
no flow in Daglingworth
Stream is unusual
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2019
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Water situation look ahead for 2021/22
• General water situation across the Thames catchment is average or above. Groundwater in the Cotswolds
is more likely to remain at normal levels through winter & into spring. Wetter or drier weather could result
in above or below normal levels with extreme highs & lows less likely.
• With normal groundwater levels, expect river and stream flows to remain healthy into spring 2022.

• We should expect variability of flow in the streams & rivers in and around Cirencester from year to year,
but the current lack of flow in Daglingworth Stream around Stratton appears unusual and unexplained.
• Maintaining a regular record of stream flow observations is demonstrating benefits in improving awareness
and understanding

12https://www.thameswater.co.uk/about-us/performance/reservoir-levels-and-rainfall-figures

